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Home Game Guide Community Media Forums Store Steam Twitter YouTube Home› Subnautica General Discussion Multipurpose Room is not located in the wreckage. You'll encounter them naturally when you explore the life pods mentioned in radio broadcasts, and then explore the locations listed in
the audio logs you find in them. But if you really want it now, spoilers ahead: The closest to the starting location just by distance would be: the one in the jelly mushroom cave. There are various cave entrances to the biome of red grass that lead down there. The entry that is easiest to find is the one right
next to life under #17 (the first one you get a message about). However, safely diving down there will require Seamoth with the first pressure upgrade. But the easiest and safest to come will be: on a floating island. Just swim about a mile south-west from your home location to a conspicuous cloud of fog.
All the equipment you need is a scanner. Here you can pick up some other useful things, such as the furniture you need to grow plants and seeds for some very nutritious that you can grow within your habitat (bring a knife). Subnautica &gt; General Gameplay Discussion &gt; about basic room details? I
thought you didn't need a blueprint to build a room for the base. I just made a builder, and when I open the building menu, the master room is gone. All I see is an opening and a door. Is this a bug? Or is it just an update? Keep on up: It can only be used to report spam, advertising and problematic
(harassment, scuffles or indecent) posts. Keep on up: It can only be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, scuffles or indecent) posts. This article is about multipurpose room in Subnautica. For a related below-zero Wiki article, see Multipurpose Space. Degasi Seabases Deep
Grand Reef Floating Island Jellyshroom Cave Perhaps it is prudent to separate work and entertainment spaces to increase productivity. Treat this space as your home, but never forget that it is not. It is a fairly large module in the form of a drum with an octagonal interior, which is standard empty. It
provides much greater space to move and set internal fixtures than Basic Compartment and its variants, and is the only module in which to place several larger interior nodes. It was built with a Habitat Builders and can be placed on top of the foundation or independently, forming its feet if it is close
enough to the terrain in the latter case. When the Multipurpose Space is horizontally next to the second module of the Sea Base, a small corridor length is automatically created to join them. When the multipurpose space is stacked with another multi-purpose room, the floors can be accessed or by building
alien containment with grotls at levels that the player wants to be able to access. Each multipurpose room added to Seabase reduces the integrity of the hull by 1.25 (The game shows -1.3 because it rounds up the number. It is functional -1.25). The first piece of Seabase starts with +10 Integrity, so if the
multipurpose room is the first piece built gets 10 - 1.25, or 8.8 (rounded) at the depth of the surface. The contents [show] extension Basic compartments, T compartments and X compartments can be placed on the side panels in four cardinal directions, but not ordination. Other basic modules that
automatically generate connections follow the same rule. Hatches can be placed on all eight side panels. In addition, if the room contains Alien Containment, Hatches can be built inside a room on the outside of Alien Containment in four cardinal directions to allow access. Windows can be mounted on all
eight side panels. Ladders can be placed in five specific places, four form a square around the perimeter of the room in cardinal directions and one in the middle, as long as there is a multipurpose space above or below to connect. The locations that form the square will prevent the construction of a water
filtration machine at the site in both rooms connecting the ladder, while the central location will prevent the construction of alien containment, bioreactor or nuclear reactor in both rooms. If the ladder is built on the same multi-storey location, it will still be scaled one floor at a time. Keep competing that the
module cannot be deconstructed if it still contains a ladder. Reinforcements can be mounted on all eight side panels. The Cardinals' side of the direction give hull a double integrity bonus from the ordination. Alien Containment, Bioreactor or Nuclear Reactor can be placed in the center, and water filtration
machines can be mounted on all eight side panels. This is the only accommodation option for these four modules. Water filtration machines will block the installation of all base modules on two adjacent panels: therefore only four can be built in one room. Multipurpose space can be expanded vertically
using another multipurpose space. Alien Containments stacked in multiple vertical multipure rooms will be joined into a single unit that extends to the floor. Setting the Alien Containment will also turn the middle floor of the room above into a circular glass panel: it does not affect the ability to place the
module in a central location in that room. Vertical connectors can not be used in multipure salt. Partitions cannot be placed in automatically generated parts of the corridor or directly on the door. Recipe Draft multi-purpose rooms can be obtained by scanning a multi-purpose room in any of the Degasi
marine bases. ×6 Gallery Multipurpose Room ModuleOn empty multipurpose roomMultipurpose Room with objects and Aurora PosterMultipurpose Room at nightMultipurpose Room Model from SketchfabMultipurpose Room Concept art displays abandoned glass floors and ceiling options panelsGenerica
base Multipurpose Room from Trello.A ladder that connects two multipurpose roomsSeveral multipurpure rooms together. The generic base of multipurpose Room interiors in the game screenshot from the developers at Trello.Many multipurpose rooms connected together by the corridorsAdd photo to this
gallery Trivia Concept art for a multipurpose room showed it with an optional glass ceiling and floor pieces: neither was published in Subnautics. The possibility of building a glass roof is present at below zero. The multipurpose space was originally called The Room. IslandsBiomesJellyshroom CaveLost
RiverInactive Lava ZoneLava LakesShare Map State I'm trying to build an additional storage facility and I started the base with an X intersection, but then I found out that I need the whole room for the bioreactor. I can't find the blueprints for this room, where are they? Edit: I wanted to build a small base at
100m, but I thought the solar panels wouldn't work underwater. It turns out they're working, and my base is now working and happily charging batteries. Thank you! Comments on page 2 13
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